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Critical World Issues
2017

abortion is the deliberate termination of a human pregnancy usually done before the unborn fetus reaches a certain age the
topic of terminating a pregnancy has raised many passionate arguments over the years this book examines some
fundamental questions surrounding the issue of abortion today it addresses the rights of women and the need to protect the
helpless unborn explores the debate over when life begins and provides information on the legality of abortion in various
areas of the world today the critical world issues series explores some of the most controversial and newsworthy subjects in
the modern world each book examines the facts about the issue being covered with information about arguments and
opinions from around the globe special research projects as well as a great variety of additional resources invite the reader
to engage with the issues that are currently shaping our world each title in this series contains color photos throughout maps
and graphics that will help student readers put major events into historical perspective back matter includes timelines a
detailed index and further reading lists for books and internet resources key icons appear throughout the books in this series
in an effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge gain awareness explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints
through our content rich non fiction books key icons in this series are as follows words to understand are shown at the front
of each chapter with definitions these words are set in boldfaced type in that chapter so that readers are able to reference
back to the definitions building their vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension sidebars are highlighted
graphics with content rich material within that allows readers to build knowledge and broaden their perspectives by weaving
together additional information to provide realistic and holistic perspectives text dependent questions are placed at the end
of each chapter they challenge the reader s comprehension of the chapter they have just read while sending the reader back
to the text for more careful attention to the evidence presented there research projects are provided at the end of each
chapter as well and provide readers with suggestions for projects that encourage deeper research and analysis and a series
glossary of key terms is included in the back matter containing terminology used throughout the series words found here
broaden the reader s knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field

Let's Talk
1992

a series of letters between koop a former surgeon general and johnson medical editor for abc news

Abortion
2015-02-19

nearly half of all pregnancies among u s women are unintended and about four in ten of these are terminated by abortion
the writings in this anthology have been selected to introduce the reader to the broadest possible spectrum of viewpoints on
the abortion debate a question and response format prompts readers to examine complex issues from multiple angles
students are encouraged to see the validity of divergent opinions so that they may understand the debate inclusively fact
boxes are included to summarize important information for researchers

Pro: Reclaiming Abortion Rights
2014-10-14

a powerful argument for abortion as a moral right and social good by a noted feminist and longtime columnist for the nation
forty years after the landmark roe v wade ruling abortion is still a word that is said with outright hostility by many despite
the fact that one in three american women will have terminated at least one pregnancy by menopause even those who
support a woman s right to an abortion often qualify their support by saying abortion is a bad thing an agonizing decision
making the medical procedure so remote and radioactive that it takes it out of the world of the everyday turning an act that
is normal and necessary into something shameful and secretive meanwhile with each passing day the rights upheld by the
supreme court are being systematically eroded by state laws designed to end abortion outright in this urgent controversial
book katha pollitt reframes abortion as a common part of a woman s reproductive life one that should be accepted as a
moral right with positive social implications in pro pollitt takes on the personhood argument reaffirms the priority of a
woman s life and health and discusses why terminating a pregnancy can be a force for good for women families and society
it is time pollitt argues that we reclaim the lives and the rights of women and mothers

Deliver Us From Abortion
2015-01-15
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the author of abortion the ultimate exploitation of women offers a blueprint for the american church to handle abortion in
our country consider that for the past forty years a staggering fifty six million americans have been killed by abortion it
claims the lives of over 1 2 million children every year or roughly one child every twenty five seconds so why isn t the
american church doing something to stop this atrocity which is the greatest holocaust in american history the majority of
american churches god s institutions for spreading the gospel of peace and defending the weak and innocent remain silent
feeding the poor stopping human trafficking rescuing children from abuse and protecting women from exploitation are all
issues the church is addressing yet abortion remains eerily absent from the list of church priorities in america why isn t it the
church s highest priority is the american church silent because abortion has become politicized and church leaders are afraid
to discuss it or because we simply don t know what the bible says about it what will cause the church to wake up rise up and
take this issue to task to save our children in his latest book deliver us from abortion brian fisher co founder and president of
online for life breaks the veil of silence and uncovers the reality of abortion in the church what the bible really says about it
and how god has empowered his church to end this unspeakable tragedy praise for deliver us from abortion this book
provides a powerful defense for the children who can t speak for themselves josh mcdowell bestselling author of 138 books
including more than a carpenter abortion is the greatest moral crisis of our generation yet far too many churches have
remained silent in deliver us from abortion brian fisher offers a blueprint for the american church that is both instructive and
encouraging i pray that we can all hear and accept his challenge dr tony evans president the urban alternative senior pastor
oak cliff bible fellowship growing up in the king family during the civil rights era i know what the church can accomplish i am
so glad brian has written this book may it challenge and equip the church to end the abortion holocaust in america dr alveda
king director of african american outreach priests for life

Ethical Issues that Matter
2002

faith communities have always struggled with the questions of ethical method and cultural inclusivity accordingly ethical
issues that matter enlarges the methodological discussion among ethicists and theologians by adopting the landscape of a
mountain as a useful metaphor for racism on a practical level ethical issues that matter is about the agonizing struggle to
understand and to dismantle the mountain of racism in american society according to the author to do so would undoubtedly
enhance the meaning and diversity of the christian moral life

Abortion and Mothering: Research, Stories, and Artistic Expressions
2021-11-15

abortion and mothering research stories and artistic expressions is a collection of academic research personal narratives and
art that comments on different perspectives on abortion and mothering scholarly research is balanced with voices and
experiences from outside of academia through the inclusion of personal narratives poetry and art the collection is rooted in
the idea that there are not women who have abortions and women who have babies but that they are the same women at
different points in their lives by considering the intersection of abortion and mothering and the liminal spaces in between the
reader is challenged to explore some of the culturally and socially constructed complexities that surround the decisions that
people make about to their reproductive lives

Abortion: Understanding Differences
2012-12-06

sidney callahan and daniel callahan this book like many other things to do with abortion is a product of long controversy
though carried out with cooperation it was conceived in conflict the conflict between the coeditors has per sisted for years in
fact for at least half of their thirty year marriage one sidney is prolife the other daniel is prochoice ever since the topic of
abortion became of professional interest to us in the 1960s we have disagreed at one time while daniel was writing a book
on the subject abortion law choice and morality 1970 we talked about the subject every day for the four years of the book s
gestation on many occasions during the 1970s prolife articles writ ten by sidney were passed out at daniel s lectures in order
to refute his pro choice views over the years every argument every statistic every historical example cited in the literature
has been discussed by the two of us as eliza doolittle says about words in my fair lady there s nota one i haven t heard and
yet we still disagree how can it be we ask ourselves that intelligent people of goodwill who know all the same facts and all
the same arguments still come down on different sides of the con troversy as we well know it is possible to agree about
many things and have great love and respect for an opponent and still differ

A Study of the Effects of Abortion in the United States: The Reasoning
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Behind Abortions and Improving Access to Care
2008-10-20

what happens when two intelligent and highly informed fictional college students one strongly pro choice and the other
vigorously pro life are asked to put together a presentation on abortion their conversations over five days friendly but lively
charitable but clear are captured in this book through these dialogues students and other interested readers are introduced
to the difficult moral issues of abortion in chapter 1 readers learn about roe v wade and other relevant legal cases chapter 2
covers basic philosophical issues such as what is a person are fetuses persons is fetal potential morally relevant how shall
we define the moral community chapter 3 introduces students to don marquis s why abortion is immoral and also the
metaphysical issues of personal identity and its relevance to abortion chapter 4 covers judith jarvis thomson s a defense of
abortion including objections and responses to the argument from bodily autonomy finally chapter 5 looks at abortion in
hard cases such as in cases of rape fetal disability non viable pregnancies and sex selection the chapter also includes a
conversation on fathers and abortion with a foreword by laurie shrage topics headings in the margins and an annotated
bibliography dialogues on the ethics of abortion is an easy to use volume and valuable resource for anyone interested in a
fair and clear headed approach to one of the most contentious moral issues of our time

Dialogues on the Ethics of Abortion
2022-05-16

should abortion be legal how late in a pregnancy should a woman be allowed to have an abortion what impact would
outlawing abortion have on women especially those who live in poverty readers learn about these and other abortion
concerns all sides of the debate are discussed to help them form their own opinions informative charts and in depth sidebars
highlight important facts about this controversial topic and a list of discussion questions is included to give them a starting
point for further debate and guided thinking about this complex issue

Abortion
2017-12-15

originally published in 1991 a collection of essays around the soviet unions breakdown with east germany hungary and other
nations breaking away from its domination since world war ii

Do Elections Matter?
2020-12-17

a cross cultural analysis of the abortion issue in the united states and canada the book focuses on the judicial legislative and
executive branches public opinion and interest groups federal agencies and the roles of subnational authorities and the
health care sectors

The Politics of Abortion in the United States and Canada: A Comparative
Study
2015-05-20

does the relentless pursuit of a single policy objective on which there are deeply felt opposing positions endanger
governmental and political institutions that citizens value and depend on out of concern that the abortion dispute might pose
just such a question the brookings institution invited pro life and pro choice activists to join a group of public affairs experts
at a symposium on the effects of the dispute on the american system this volume presents an introductory essay that
explains the issues involved the appraisals that provided the starting point for the symposium discussion and a summary of
the reactions of symposium participants lawrence m friedman appraises the abortion dispute in a constitutional context
focusing on the 1973 supreme court decision roe v wade which legitimized abortion under certain ground rules roger h
davidson considers the effects of the abortion dispute on congressional procedures g calvin mackenzie discusses the ways in
which the presidential appointment process has been affected by the consideration of nominees s views on abortion john e
jackson and maris a vinovskis analyze the role of abortion as a single issue in electoral politics a historical note by cynthia e
harrison reviews the prohibition experience an earlier attempt to regulate conduct by constitutional restraint the general
conclusion of the scholars who wrote these essays as well as the activists and others participating in the symposium was
that the abortion dispute does not jeopardize governmental institutions even the unprecedented or unique political
techniques used by the advocates on both sides are regarded as within the norms of traditional american politics
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The Abortion Dispute and the American System
2010-12-01

abortion politics public policy in cross cultural perspective focuses on current abortion policy and practice in the united
states canada europe and japan and aims to provide a comprehensive stimulating and balanced picture of current abortion
policy in a cross cultural perspective the contributors deal with comparative abortion policy including recent developments
in ireland germany and eastern europe

Abortion Politics
2013-10-08

in this book lori brown examines the relationship between space defined physically legally and legislatively and how these
factors directly impact the spaces of abortion it analyzes how various political entities shape the physical landscapes of
inclusion and exclusion to reproductive healthcare access and questions what architecture s responsibilities are in respect to
this spatial conflict employing writing drawing and mapping methodologies this interdisciplinary project explores restrictions
and legislatures which directly influence abortion policy in the us mexico and canada it questions how these legal rulings
produce spatial complexities and why architecture isn t more culturally and spatially engaged with these spaces in mexico
where abortion is fully legal only in mexico city during the first trimester women must travel vast distances and undergo
extreme conditions in order to access the procedure conservative state governments continue to make abortion a severely
punishable crime in canada there are nowhere near the cultural and religious stigmas to abortion as in the us and mexico
completely legal and without restrictions canada offers an important contrast to the ongoing abortion issues within the us
and mexico researching the spatial implications of such a politicized space this book expands beyond a study of abortion
clinic and includes other spaces such as women s shelters and hospitals that require multiple levels of secured spaces in
order to discuss the spatial ramifications of access and security within spaces that are highly personal private and
sometimes secret or even hidden in questioning what architecture s responsibility is in these spatial conflicts the book looks
at how what architecture does can be used to reconsider the spaces and security around such contested places and
ultimately suggests what design s potential impact might be in doing so it shows how architecture s role might be redefined
within social and spatial practices

Contested Spaces: Abortion Clinics, Women's Shelters and Hospitals
2016-05-13

this anthology argues for an expansion of the single issue abortion rights movement into a multi cultural feminist movement
in the united states

From Abortion to Reproductive Freedom
1990

sept 10 oct 13 1991

Nomination of Judge Clarence Thomas to be Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States
1993

ethical interpretations meet real life case studies and readings explore divergent views on morals in action

Readings in Christian Ethics
1994

ethics and experience introduces students to the key topics in moral theory through provocative moral issues just war
abortion physician assisted suicide the death penalty and more steffen helps students bridge the gap between ethical theory
and experience through developing a common agreement ethical system that is applicable to a variety of moral problems
and issues with clear language and real life examples
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Ethics and Experience
2012-07-23

this anthology brings together the voices of abortion providers counselors clinic owners neonatologists bioethicists and
historians authors address the motivations that lead them to offer abortion care discuss how anti abortion regulations have
made it increasingly difficult to offer feminist inspired services and ponder the ethical frameworks supporting abortion care
and fetal research

Abortion Care as Moral Work
2022-06-30

how does the church function in the world what is it called to do and what does it actually do charles e curran explores the
social mission of the u s catholic church from a theological perspective analyzing and assessing four aspects the importance
of social mission who carries it out how it is carried out and the roles that the church and individual catholics play in
supporting these efforts in the early and mid twentieth century the catholic church in the united states tended to focus its
social mission on its own charities hospitals and schools but the second vatican council called the church to a new
understanding of social mission deepening its involvement in and commitment to civic social and political life in the united
states and abroad curran devotes particular attention to three issues that have reflected the church s strong sense of social
mission since that time abortion war and peace and labor the social mission of the u s catholic church describes the proper
role of bishops institutions and movements in the church but insists that the primary role belongs to all the baptized
members of the church as they live out the social mission in their daily lives

The Social Mission of the U.S. Catholic Church
2010-12-16

abortion remains one of the most complex and controversial issues in contemporary law and bioethics this volume draws
together key essays from leading scholars on the ethical and regulatory aspects of abortion the essays explore the complex
issues of personhood prenatal life and reproductive rights international perspectives on the regulation of abortion health
professionals and the provision of abortion services and prenatal diagnosis and abortion this volume will be an invaluable
tool for all those interested in this challenging area

Abortion
2017-03-02

good catholics tells the story of the remarkable individuals who have engaged in a nearly fifty year struggle to assert the
moral legitimacy of a pro choice position in the catholic church as well as the concurrent efforts of the catholic hierarchy to
suppress abortion dissent and to translate catholic doctrine on sexuality into law miller recounts a dramatic but largely
untold history of protest and persecution which demonstrates the profound and surprising influence that the conflict over
abortion in the catholic church has had not only on the church but also on the very fabric of u s politics good catholics
addresses many of today s hot button questions about the separation of church and state including what concessions society
should make in public policy to matters of religious doctrine such as the catholic ban on contraception good catholics is a
gold medalist women s issues in the 2015 ippy awards an award presented by the independent publishers book association
to recognize excellence in independent book publishing

Good Catholics
2014-05-20

provides expert help you need to make difficult bio ethical decisions covering a broad range of current and future health
care issues as well as institutional and social issues applicable to multiple disciplines and settings

Health Care Ethics
2005

an illuminating analysis of the long and ongoing struggle of women in america to gain political equality and bring about
change in public policy women and political participation examines the involvement of women in american politics
concentrating mainly on their participation since the birth of the second women s movement in the late 1960s from the
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creation of grassroots and national organizations to voting and running for office this thought provoking volume explores the
diverse ways in which women have affected change and achieved greater representation in political leadership detailed
discussions of key documents like the declaration of sentiments and the equal rights amendment political action committees
such as emily s list which supports pro choice democratic female candidates margaret sanger betty friedan and other
activists and groups like the league of women voters reveal the complexities of women s efforts to gain equality and identify
the barriers that remain today

AIDS Bibliography
1993

in her role as author and activist jennifer baumgardner has permanently changed the way people think about feminism and
will shape the next hundred years of politics and culture the commonwealth club of california hailing baumgardner as one of
six visionaries for the twenty first century if jennifer baumgardner ever needs another mom i ll be the first in line to adopt
her she s smart fearless and a formidable force for change barbara ehrenreich author of nickel and dimed in abortion life
author and activist jennifer baumgardner reveals how the most controversial and stigmatized supreme court decision of our
time cuts across eras classes and race stunning portraits by photographer tara todras whitehill of folk singer ani difranco
authors barbara ehrenreich and gloria steinem and others accompany their elucidating accounts of their own abortion
experiences in this bold new work baumgardner explores some of the thorniest issues around terminating a pregnancy
including the ones that the pro choice establishment has been the least sensitive or effective in confronting jennifer
baumgardner is the producer creator of the award winning film i had an abortion she is the co author with amy richards of
manifesta young women feminism and the future and grassroots a field guide for feminist activism both farrar straus giroux
her most recent book is look both ways bisexual politics fsg 2007 she writes regularly for women s magazines like glamour
elle and allure as well as more political outlets such as the nation harper s and npr s all things considered she lives in new
york city praise for abortion life publishers weekly sept 2008 activist filmmaker of i had an abortion and co author manifesta
young women feminism and the future baumgardner dedicates her work to spreading awareness about abortion graced with
black and white photo portraits by tara todras whitehill of women wearing baumgardner s shirt reading simply i had an
abortion the emphasis is on the testimony of these patients revealing not only how common the procedure is one in three
women according to the guttmacher institute but how diverse those women and their situations are baumgardner begins
with a brief history of abortion legislation in america from pre roe v wade restrictions to clinic workers and doctors protested
threatened and murdered as in the case of buffalo doctor barnett slepian still as baumgardner says it s the record of our
lives that might provide the best road map to strengthening women s reproductive freedoms included is a comprehensive
listing of abortion resources and 10 percent of the book s profits go to the new york abortion access fund an effort at finding
the middle ground on a contentious issue baumgardner s dedication to widening and civilizing the discussion is clear she
instructs hopefully this book belongs in the hands of a new generation of abortion rights advocates who can benefit from its
history and might strive to answer its difficult questions los angeles times

Women and Political Participation
2004-10-26

the aba journal serves the legal profession qualified recipients are lawyers and judges law students law librarians and
associate members of the american bar association

Abortion
1975

we had a great deal of help in producing this book lyman kellstedt of the american political science association s special
section on religion and politics allowed us to try out our ideas on a panel at the association s 1990 meeting in san francisco
paul weber and john francis burke offered helpful suggestions at that session amy eisenberg and deborah rich at westview
press were helpful and supportive throughout a david lynch of the city college of new york and murray karstadt of rutgers
university turned eleven chapters 011 five different word processing programs into a single manuscript needless to say we
could not have done it without them vicky donner supported by the city college scholars program also assisted in readying
the manuscript for publication dolores m byrnes prepared the index mary segers acknowledges dean donald g stein and the
graduate school at rutgers in newark for the partial support provided by a 1 990 91 graduate research award lastly we both
offer our gratitude to the contributors to this volume all of the chapters of this book with a single exception were written
explicitly for inclusion in this book none have been published previously we could not have asked for more enthusiastic
responses to our requests to contribute nor greater responsiveness to the time constraints we set the goodwill of the
contributors allowed this book to be the collaborative effort we originally hoped it would be that said the views expressed by
each individual author are those of that author alone
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Abortion & Life
2008-09-01

master s thesis from the year 2019 in the subject theology practical theology course mth in practical theology language
english abstract this text looks at the issue of unwanted pregnancies and their termination from a theological perspective
against the background of the pregnancy act 199 cotp and my pastoral concern the failing family planning program of the
department of health has contributed to this moral controversy as some women use the termination of pregnancy as a birth
control method the termination of pregnancy in south africa has become a controversial issue affecting communities and the
health professionals since the implementation of the choice on the termination of pregnancy act 199 cotp this act has
imposed a moral dilemma for many health professionals and for many contemplating abortions this has come about in that it
provides for abortion on demand in the first trimester it has also caused many christian pastors and other citizens great
concern due to the rise in the number of abortions this study starts with a literature review to highlight the various facets
and views surrounding the explosive issue of abortion on demand this opens the parameters within which this matter needs
to be engaged then the details of an empirical research conducted at three designated facilities of the department of health
in mangaung metropolitan city are presented the health professionals that conduct abortions were interviewed as well as
sixty clients that underwent this procedure under their service the research investigated both groups experience under cotp
it explores not only the counselling side but also reasons for abortion and related emotions and concerns of both health
workers and clients further the research probes their religious views and church attachments if any and how they relate to
this controversial issue then the two main theological views on termination of pregnancy on demand are considered this part
of the study seeks to arrive at a biblically normative position it considers the biblical worldview and the high view it places
on human life it concludes that the pro life position christian morals and moral regeneration and family planning should be
central programs and are crucial in dealing with abortion on demand finally there is a formulation of a pastoral intervention
model for the pastors in the churches in mangaung metropolitan city with some attention to recommendations for the
department of health

ABA Journal
1993-07

the history of abortion decriminalization and critical advocacy efforts to improve access in canada deserve to be better
known ordinary people persevered to make canada the most progressive country in the world with respect to abortion care
but while abortion access is poorly understood so too are the persistent threats to reproductive justice in this country sexual
violence gun violence homophobia and transphobia criminalization of sex work reproductive oppression of indigenous
women and girls privatization of fertility health services and the racism and colonialism of policing and the prison system
this beautifully illustrated book tells the empowering true stories behind the struggles for reproductive justice in canada
celebrating past wins and revealing how prison abolitionism is key to the path forward

The Catholic Church And The Politics Of Abortion
2019-07-09

india was a pioneer in legalizing induced abortion or medical termination of pregnancy mtp in 1971 yet after three decades
morbidity and mortality due to unsafe abortion remain a serious problem there is little public debate on the issue despite
several national campaigns on safe motherhood instead discussion on abortion has mainly centred around declining sex
ratio sex selective abortion and the proliferation of abortion clinics in urban areas adding to the problem is that abortion
continues to be a sensitive private matter often with ethical moral religious connotations that sets it apart from other
reproductive health seeking behaviour this book fills a gap in our understanding of the ground realities with respect to
induced abortion in india to create an evidence based body of knowledge using both quantitative and qualitative research
methods the case studies show why and under what circumstances women seek abortion and the quality of services
available to them they also explore inter generational differences in attitudes and practices the perceptions and selection of
providers female selective abortion and informal abortion practitioners among other issues the contributors show that strong
preference for sons availability of modern techniques for diagnostic tests widespread acceptance of the small family norm
and heavy reliance on female sterilisation as the primary method of contraception lead women to abort unwanted
pregnancies a book that goes beyond the smokescreen of data and regulations to unravel the human story behind elective
abortion it will be of interest to those studying health public policy and gender apart from the general reader

A Pastoral Intervention Model For Abortions In Mangaung Metroplitan
City
2020-04-30
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Abortion to Abolition
2022-05-25T00:00:00Z

The human life bill
1982

The Human Life Bill: Appendix
1982

Abortion in India
2020-11-29

Proposed Constitutional Amendments on Abortion
1976

Partial-birth Abortion
1997

Health Care Reform
1994

Abortion Law and Public Policy
1984-12-27
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